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Tunnel-induced ground movements and their effects on existing tunnels 
Mouvements des terres produits par un tunnel et leur influences sur les tunnels existents

M. L.Cooper, D.N.Chapman, A.H.C.Chan & C.D.F.Rogers — School of Civil Engineering, the University of Birmingham, Birmingham
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ABSTRACT: Movement of existing tunnels when new tunnels are driven in close proximity is important to tunnel owners, particu
larly when tunnelling in urban areas. This paper describes part of the research that has been underway on the effects on existing tun
nels of driving new tunnels in close proximity. Equations are available enabling the movement of any point in the in the ground in 
three dimensions, relative to the face of a new tunnel, to be predicted. These equations have been used to produce settlement and rota
tion curves along an existing tunnel caused by a new tunnel crossing beneath at varying skew angles and with the new tunnel face at 
varying distances from the crossing. Examples comparing measured and predicted values of settlement and rotation are presented 
based on monitoring measurements from several tunnelling projects in London. The results are discussed and tentative design recom
mendations are made.

RÉSUMÉ: Le mouvement des tunnels existants au cours de la construction des tunnels neufs et très proches est important pour les 
propriétaires des tunnels, surtout quand les tunnels sont dans les régions urbaines. Cet exposé décrit une partie des études qui ont été 
en train sur le sujet. Des équations sont disponibles qui permettent la prédiction du mouvement de tout point dans la terre en trois di
mensions relatif à la face d ’un tunnel neuf. On a utilisé ces équations pour produire des courbes du tassement et de la rotation le long 
d’un tunnel existant, causées par un tunnel neuf qui traverse en dessous, aux angles de biais variés et aux distances différentes de la 
traversée. On présente des exemples qui comparent quelques valeurs du tassement et de la rotation mesurées avec celles prévues qui 
se basent sur des mesures de monitorage prises de plusieurs projets de tunnels à Londres. On discute les résultats et on fait des rec
ommendations tentatives pour le dessin.

1 INTRODUCTION

The movement of existing tunnels when new tunnels are 
driven in close proximity is important to tunnel owners, and is 
particularly relevant when developing new tunnelling systems in 
urban areas.

This paper describes some of the research that has been un
derway in the School of Civil Engineering at Birmingham Uni
versity. The subject is the effects on existing tunnels of driving 
new tunnels in close proximity.

2 PREDICTION OF SETTLEMENT

Equations for movement at any point in the ground relative to 
the face of a new tunnel were quoted in New and Bowers (1994). 
That for settlement is:

o f  new and existing tunnels
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(1)

Where: S is settlement; Vs is volume loss (or volume of set
tlement trough); i is trough width parameter; x is longitudinal 
distance from point of origin; Xs is starting location of the tunnel 
face; Xf is final location of the tunnel face; y is the lateral dis
tance from the point of origin.

Equation (1) has been used in an exercise to predict the 
settlement along the centre line of an existing straight, level tun
nel caused by a new straight, level tunnel driven underneath it at 
various skew angles between 0 and 80°. Figure 1 shows the tun
nel geometry used in the predictions.

To apply equation (1), values of "i", the settlement trough 
width parameter and "Vs" the face loss due to tunnelling must be 
known or assumed. In this exercise, the values of "i" and "Vs" 
from a previously constructed tunnel project were used and the 
results were then normalised. Alternatively, values of "i" may be

Figure 2: Normalised settlement along existing tunnel caused by new 
tunnel, face at -3i, crossing at varying skew.

derived by the method in Mair et al (1993) when the tunnels are 
in clay.

The settlements were normalised by Smax, the maximum set
tlement when the face is well past the crossing, nominally at in
finity. Distances along the settlement trough, "ysq", (equivalent 
to y in equation 1) were taken square to the centre line of the 
new tunnel and normalised by "i".

Figure 2 shows the prediction of the settlement when the face 
is at a distance of 3i in advance of the crossing. Figure 3 shows

Figure 1 : Plan showing assumed orientation
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3 PREDICTION OF ROTATION
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3: Normalised settlement along existing tunnel caused by new 
face at 0, crossing at varying skew 
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4: Normalised settlement along existing tunnel, caused by new 
face at +3i, crossing at varying skew
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Figure 5: Rotation along existing tunnel caused by new tunnel, face at - 
3i, crossing at varying skew

Rotation along the tunnel has been predicted by calculating 
the settlement at pairs of points on each side of the tunnel at axis 
level, taking their difference and dividing by their distance apart. 
The result has then been converted to degrees. Rotation predic
tions are shown on Figures 5 to 7 when the new tunnel face is at 
-3i, 0 and +3i from the crossing, as with the settlement predic
tions. The sign convention adopted for rotation is anticlockwise 
positive looking from the right.

4 DESCRIPTION OF CASE HISTORIES

4.1 Heathrow Cl'A

Figure 8 is a plan of the crossing at Heathrow Central Termi
nal Area (CTA), reference Cooper & Chapman (1998), Cooper
& Chapman (1999). Three new 9m diameter parallel new tunnels 
were driven below the inner and outer 3.81m diameter running 
tunnels of the Piccadilly Line near the existing station. The axis 
to axis height between the new and existing tunnels was ap
proximately 13m. The skew angle was -21°.

Only the effects of the first tunnel driven, the Concourse, are 
considered in making a comparison between predicted and 
measured values. Shortly after completion, the well-publicised 
collapse occurred, but fortunately it had no effect on the moni
toring of the Piccadilly Line.

The existing Piccadilly Line tunnels were originally lined 
with precast concrete unbolted expanded segments. The new 
concourse tunnel was driven by the NATM

4.2 Waterloo

Figure 9 is a plan showing the arrangement at of the Jubilee 
Line Extension (JLE) tunnels and existing Bakerloo and North
ern Line tunnels on the west side of Waterloo Station. The JLE 
running tunnels, constructed by the NATM, passed beneath the 
Northern and Bakerloo Line tunnels with a clearance between 6 
and 10m. At the crossing, the Bakerloo Line tunnels form part of 
a 6.5m diameter station tunnel, lined with cast iron (Cl). Heavy 
concrete trimming in the station makes them relatively stiff. The 
JLE tunnels cross under the Northern Line at the south end of the 
station and are partly under the station and partly under the run-

Figure 6: Rotation along existing tunnel caused by new tunnel, face at 0, 
crossing at varying skew
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Figure 7: Rotation along existing tunnel caused by new tunnel with face 
at +3i, crossing at varying skew

the predictions when the face is below the crossing and Figure 4 
shows the predictions when the face is at a distance 3i beyond 
the crossing..

All predictions assume that the stiffness of the tunnel lining 
does not affect the results.

Figure 9: Plan of the JLE crossings at Waterloo Station
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Figure 10: Heathrow T4, isometric 
NE and SW ventilation tunnels

view showing the locations o f the
Figure 12: W aterloo Southbound Northern Line, normalised predicted 
and measured settlement caused by the JLE WBRT
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Figure 13: Heathrow T4, normalised predicted and measured settlement 
along Piccadilly Line caused by the NE ventilation tunnel

ning tunnels. The skew angles of the crossings varied between 0 
and 18°

4.3 Heathrow T4

Figure 17 is an isometric view of the arrangement at Heath
row T4. Although the new Heathrow Express station was offset 
from the Piccadilly Line tunnels, two 7m span ventilation tun
nels, constructed by the NATM, crossed under the Cl lined Pic
cadilly Line running tunnels at the north east and south west of 
the Piccadilly Line T4 Station. The vertical clearance at the NE 
side was approximately 5.5m and that at the SW side was 12m. 
The skew angles of the crossings were 45°.

5 COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS WITH MEASURED 
VALUES

5.1 Settlement

From the case histories, three examples have been selected to 
give a comparison between predicted and measured settlements.

5.1.1 Heathrow Piccadilly Line at CTA
The first example is settlement along the Inner Piccadilly 

Line running tunnel at CTA caused by the concourse tunnel con
struction and is shown on Figure 11.

Settlement along the tunnel has been plotted on three dates 
and the face distance from the crossing is indicated for each of 
the dates. The situation is slightly complicated by the fact that 
the new concourse tunnel was constructed by the NATM, with a 
left hand drift constructed first, indicated as "D", followed by the 
enlargement, indicated as "E". The face distance corresponding 
to the predicted settlement curve cannot therefore be precisely 
found. However, it can be seen that:
1. The normalised settlement curve for 3/9/94 corresponds to 

the predicted curve when the face is at "-2i"; slight asymme
try is apparent

2. The settlement curve on 22/9/94 corresponds to the predicted 
curve with the face at "0" and

3. The settlement curve on 14/10/94 corresponds to the pre
dicted curve with the face at "+3i".

5.1.2 JLE at Waterloo
Normalised settlement along the Southbound Northern Line 

tunnel caused by the JLE Westbound running tunnel is shown on 
Figure 12. The westbound running tunnel was constructed first, 
followed by the eastbound. Both tunnels were constructed by the 
NATM using the full-face sequence. On Figure 12, the face dis
tances at the various dates are shown as WB, the westbound, and 
EB the eastbound, face distance from the crossing. The skew is 
only 5° and the asymmetry is therefore very slight. The settle
ment curve on 10/7/95 is clearly influenced significantly by the 
eastbound tunnel.

5.1.3 Heathrow Piccadilly Line at T4
Normalised settlement along the Piccadilly Line at Heathrow 

T4 caused by the NE ventilation tunnel is shown on Figure 13. 
As with the CTA concourse, the NE vent tunnel was driven by 
the NATM half face sequence and the equivalent face distance 
from the crossing cannot be evaluated precisely. However, if it is 
assumed that the equivalent face distance lies midway between 
the drift and enlargement faces the measured values match those 
predicted reasonably well.

5.2 Rotation

From the case histories, three examples have been selected to 
give a comparison between predicted and measured settlements.

5.2.1 Heathrow Piccadilly Line at CTA
Rotation along the Inner Piccadilly Line at CTA caused by 

the concourse at various face distances from the crossing are 
shown on Figure 14, alongside predicted values corresponding to 
a skew of -21°. As with the settlement, D represents the left hand 
drift face and E the enlargement face distance from the crossing.

It is noted that measured anticlockwise rotations at ysq/i be
tween approximately 0.5 and 1.5 after 5/10/94 are significantly 
greater than the predicted values. This is the period when the 
enlargement face had passed the crossing and may be due to the 
presence of the station.

5.2.2 JLE at Waterloo
Figure 15 shows measured and predicted rotation along the 

southbound Northern Line caused by the westbound running 
tunnel. The skew is about 5°, sufficient to produce only very 
slight asymmetry of the rotation curves. As with the settlement
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Figure 11: CTA Inner Piccadilly Line tunnel, normalised 
measured settlement caused by concourse tunnel.
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Figure 14: CTA Inner tunnel, predicted and measured rotation along 

tunnel caused by concourse
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Figure 15: Waterloo Southbound Northern Line predicted and measured 
rotation along tunnel caused by the westbound running tunnel

rotation along Picca-

stiffness of an existing tunnel or any soil-structure interaction 
between the two. It is assumed that the ground is homogeneous 
and isotropic.

Since the results for settlement are normalised by Smax and are 

non-dimensional they should be applicable to a wide variety of 
tunnel configurations. The results for rotation are expressed in 
degrees. They are also non-dimensional and they give credible 
illustration of the patterns of rotation. However, the value of the 
rotation will increase or decrease depending on the value of face 
loss (V s) assumed in the equations. They are therefore subject to 

checking for each individual case, although they provide a pre
liminary guide to the anticipated shapes of the curves.

6.2 Comparison o f  Measured and predicted results

Only a small selection of the many exercises undertaken 
during the present research is presented.

There are some anomalies, but the measured results are suffi
ciently close to predicted results to give reasonable confidence in 
their use. Many of the anomalies can be accounted for by local 
conditions.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The relatively straightforward formula for settlement devel
oped for use in ground in the absence of a tunnel has been used 
to predict settlement and rotation in an existing tunnel caused by 

a single new tunnel, crossing at varying skew angles. It has been 
found that for skew crossings, both the settlement and rotation 
curves show marked asymmetry.

Examples of predicted results have been compared with 
measured results from case histories and found to be reasonably 
consistent. The method is therefore tentatively proposed as a 
preliminary guideline for use in predicting movement of existing 
tunnels.

in the southbound Northern Line tunnel on Figure 12, the west
bound and eastbound running tunnels were driven one after the 
other and face distances of each at the monitoring dates are 
shown in the legend. The measured rotations generally show 
trends consistent with the predicted values.

5.2.3 Heathrow Piccadilly Line at T4
Figure 16 shows measured and predicted rotations along the 

Piccadilly Line tunnel at Heathrow T4 caused by then NE venti
lation tunnel. The skew is 45°, the greatest skew of any of the 
crossings analysed. As with the corresponding settlement curves 
in Figure 13, the method of construction, by the NATM has af
fected the results, making it difficult to find the equivalent face 
distance from the crossing on any date.

The anticlockwise rotation along the existing tunnel in the re
gion where ysq/i is between 0 and 3 from 28/6/94 to 7/7/94 is 
less than predicted. This is in contrast to the result in Figure 14. 
This could be explained by the fact that the tunnels at T4 are 
lined with bolted Cl rings, grouted outside and are much stiffer 
than those at CTA, lined with unbolted precast concrete rings, 
the rings being ungrouted.
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6 DISCUSSION

6.1 Prediction

Prediction of settlement and rotation using equation (1) is 
relatively straightforward compared with using FEM or other 
numerical methods

It must be borne in mind that equation (1) predicts the move
ment of soil at selected positions and no account is taken of the
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Figure 16: Heathrow T4, predicted and measured 
dilly Line caused by the NE ventilation tunnel
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